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Continued demand for the industrial market

There has been a small decline in the vacancy rate around
Auckland from a decade of historical lows, but it can be
considered relatively subdued compared to other asset
classes. Some areas have performed better than others.
There was a small drop in numbers of new building consents
issued in 2020, but this was to be expected given the
uncertain market conditions at the start of the pandemic. This
in turn was reflected in the small drop-off in the construction
cost index as well. We expect demand fundamentals to take
over again and developers to increase their level of activity in
the new construction market.
The industrial investment market continues to perform
strongly, with competition for industrial assets with good
tenant covenant. There has been a recent influx of new buyers
in the industrial market, chasing yield in response to new
regulations imposed on residential investment and this is
putting further pressure on the market.

Excellent returns
for investors

Central belt dominating
building consents

Rental levels
holding steady

operators must adapt to stay on top of the demand. With
the expectations of consumers driving demand for same-day
delivery – in-line with trends seen overseas – we are seeing
large logistics partners expand in centralised locations to
be able to meet those fulfilment demands. For example, NZ
Post’s new development with Goodman at the ex-Foodstuffs
estate in Mount Roskill gives them access to more than 10%
of Auckland’s population within 10 minutes’ drive. In addition,
NZ Post have also renewed their leases at 23 Underwood
Street in East Tamaki and taken space in a new LOGOS
development at Wiri Logistics Estate.
Kiwis are not just shopping for casual items online anymore;
they are shopping for food, groceries and liquor which made
up about 18% of all online sales in 2019 and experienced
a growth of 19% since 2018. Countdown has reported that
at the end of March 2020 7.9% of all of Countdown’s sales
were online which grew to 11% in the week before the first
lockdown. Countdown has responded to the changing
climate by opening two dark stores; an 8,800sqm site in
Penrose and a 3,500sqm site in Grenada North, Wellington.
The number of new e-commerce stores has risen drastically
in the last five years, with more than 9,000 new online stores
created in New Zealand in 2020.
New NZ ecommerce stores by year

E-commerce taking over
Kiwi shopping habits have changed over the last few years
and the importance of e-commerce has grown drastically
to the point where, according to NZ Post data, online sales
accounted for 11% of all shopping done nationwide in 2020.
Q1 2021 saw online spending of $1.47bn, up 27% from the
same time last year and up 50% on Q1 2019.
Online shopping is here to stay and has now become a major
part of consumers’ weekly shopping practices. Logistics
*YTD till 6 Nov 2020

Source: NZ Ecommerce Association

The industrial market has been a superstar commercial
market through COVID-19 compared to the other asset
classes. A larger proportion of Kiwis are doing their
shopping online with nearly $6bn spent online in 2020,
and it is not just luxury items, but a shift brought on by
pandemic conditions means they are purchasing necessities
like groceries online too.

E-commerce demand
fuels urban logistics

Vacancy

Airport

1.00%

Wiri

2.36%

Penrose

1.21%

Mt Wellington

3.74%

The largest rise in vacancy from monitored precincts was
in Mount Wellington, where vacancy increased by 1.83% to
3.74%. The largest drop in vacancy was in East Tamaki, with
vacancy decreasing to a record sub-1% level from 2.84% in
2020.

Rosebank Road

2.67%

East Tamaki

0.30%

Otahuhu

1.02%

The North Shore has performed on par with the rest of
Auckland, with North Shore industrial vacancy at 1.78%
(includes Rosedale, North Harbour, Mairangi Bay and
Silverdale). The lowest vacancy, and the greatest decline
in vacancy, was recorded in North Harbour where vacancy
decreased to just 1.64%, a drop of 0.78%.

North Shore

1.78%

West Auckland

0.77%

TOTAL

1.62%

The enduring strong performance of the Airport Corridor
sub-precinct is clearly shown, with vacancy sitting at just
1.00% in the area – an increase from 0.65% in 2020.

Overall Auckland industrial vacancy

Source: Bayleys Research

Precinct

Overall vacancy in the Auckland industrial market has
decreased by 12 basis points to 1.62% according to the latest
Bayleys Research industrial vacancy survey. This is still 118
basis points lower than Auckland industrial vacancy in 2018,
which was at 2.80%.

Source: Bayleys Research

A race to the bottom

Over the last decade, we have seen developers respond to
low vacancy rates and high tenant demand by increasing the
level of development activity, as evidenced by the peak of
new industrial buildings in 2019 with 488,000sqm created.
If this tenant demand is sustained, it will become crucial for
a steady supply of industrial developable land to be made
available in Auckland. This would ensure that land values do
not escalate to the point where development is financially
unfeasible for developers.
We are seeing some new industrial footprint coming online
currently, with High-Net-Worth developers pushing ahead
with various new developments in the Airport and surrounds,
with some 40,000sqm in for consent.
Looking further away from the established hubs, Drury South
is a new precinct that is slowly starting to take shape, with a
large portion dedicated to industrial purposes.

Auckland industrial new building consents

Source: Stats NZ

Development slightly softens

Consents data shows that the Southern belt of Auckland
continues to dominate in the development pipelines. The
Mangere-Otahuhu area alone accounts for 35% of all new
industrial consents in 2020. This is followed by the Manurewa
area, which accounts for 14% of the total.
The prevalence of development in the Mangere area can be
attributed to the Airport precinct where Auckland Airport is
one of the most active developers. Recently, we have seen
the completion of the 75,000sqm of Foodstuffs North Island
distribution centre in Stage 4 of the Landing Business Park,
comprising a world-class distribution centre and a 5-Star
Green rated support centre. There is still further developable
vacant land available in this area for Auckland Airport to
develop in the future.
The spike seen in East Auckland area in 2018 was due to
Goodman progressing with extensions/new developments at
Highbrook. This included the Parade Units which comprised

Source: Stats NZ

New industrial building consents by board

of seven units ranging from 691-958sqm, and the Gateway
Units with seven units ranging from 1,485sqm to 6,115sqm.
Goodman is waiting for precommitment before developing
20 El Kobar Drive, which is a 10,000sqm warehouse in the
middle of Highbrook Business Park, and they are currently
leasing seven industrial units on an old car park, ranging in
size from 335-595sqm.
There is also a steady increase in industrial consents in
the Upper Harbour area, displaying 46% growth annually,
predominantly due to the strong development activity
being undertaken in Westgate and Hobsonville. There
is a prominence of sub-500sqm units at various stages
of construction in the Westgate area. Hobsonville has
some larger sheds under construction, for example, the
new Mainfreight freight terminal currently being built in
Hobsonville. Major occupiers have a presence in Hobsonville
including Bidfood and Metalcraft Roofing, reflecting the
confidence in this part of Auckland.

Construction cost considerations

During the lockdowns, we saw easing demand in the
construction sector leading to a drop in construction costs
in that period, but this is expected to be temporary. Postlockdowns and with projects being revived, there is a
renewed construction pipeline starting to build up.

Non-residential building cost escalation
Annual % change

Source: Stats NZ

In the year to December 2020, the growth in construction
costs eased to 1.20% nationally. This latest annual rise was
a drop from the previous year when growth in construction
costs nationally was 4.46%.

Stronger returns for investors
The low interest rate environment has favoured commercial
properties, as investors search for yield which cannot be
found in other defensive asset classes such as cash, bond and
fixed income securities. The Reserve Bank of New Zealand
noted that industrial property with strong tenant covenants
is more in demand than other asset classes such as retail or
secondary office spaces.
Repercussions of a limited number of assets coming to
the market and greater competition from an influx of new
investors, has firmed industrial yields further. Evidence
shows that prime assets in good locations with strong tenant
covenants are transacting at yields between 3.70% and 4.1%.
A few recent Bayleys transactions are good examples: 168

Roscommon Road in Wiri, a circa-11,500sqm site with a WALE
of nine years, transacted at 3.70%, while Lot 8, 88 Tidal Road,
Mangere, leased to a reputable tenant with a long lease, was
transacted at 4.15%.
While other asset classes have been struggling in 2021, the
industrial market has been shining and providing the highest
returns over an extended period according to data released
by MSCI. In the year to March 2021, industrial property
returned 21.8% which included 15.9% of capital returns.
Going deeper in the numbers, properties located in the
Manukau and Airport area returned 21.5% and appear to
have outperformed the rest of the market with a capital
return of 12.1%.
Source: MSCI

Industrial property investment returns

Standard
lease
type

Warehouse

Office/Show

Rental
trend

Wairau Valley

Net

120 - 190

180 - 290

Albany / North
Harbour

Net

125 - 160

185 - 245

District

Rental market ($/sqm)

Leasing market ($/sqm)

Cap rate (yield)

Investment market

Demand

Supply

Yield

Forecast

Demand

Supply

Land value
$/sqm

Rising

Strong

Scarce

4.00% - 5.00%

Steady

Strong

Scarce

$1,100 - $2,150

Rising

Steady

Scarce

3.75% - 5.50%

Steady

Strong

Scarce

$1,100 - $1,200

Silverdale

Net

125 - 150

190 - 260

Rising

Strong

Scarce

4.75% - 5.25%

Steady

Strong

Scarce

$700 - $800

Penrose

Net

110 - 145

185 - 237

Rising

Strong

Scarce

4.25% - 6.60%

Firming

Strong

Scarce

$900 - $1,100

Mt Wellington

Net

110 - 145

185 - 245

Rising

Strong

Scarce

4.25% - 6.20%

Firming

Strong

Scarce

$700 - $950

Henderson/
Lincoln

Net

110 - 130

170 - 190

Rising

Strong

Scarce

5.75% - 6.75%

Firming

Strong

Scarce

$400 - $600

Westgate/Hobsonville

Net

140 - 150

280 - 300

Rising

Strong

Steady

4.25% - 4.90%

Steady

Strong

Steady

$800 - $1000

Rosebank Road

Net

115 - 130

195 - 250

Rising

Strong

Scarce

5.40% - 6.00%

Firming

Strong

Scarce

$700 - $1,000

East Tamaki

Net

120 - 145

180 - 240

Rising

Strong

Scarce

4.20% - 5.70%

Firming

Strong

Scarce

$860 - $1,100

Airport Corridor

Net

107 - 135

190 - 255

Rising

Strong

Scarce

4.55% - 5.50%

Firming

Strong

Steady

$730 - $870

Manukau/Wiri

Net

120 - 140

195 - 255

Rising

Strong

Scarce

4.25% - 6.25%

Firming

Strong

Scarce

$800 - $1,000
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